TEAMS MAKE RECORD AS SCORING MACHINE
No Team in the West Surpasses Iowa in Number of Points Made

Characte rized as the greatest and most successful eleven that ever represented Old Gold, since the time of the memorial victory of 1909, the 1915 Iowa football team laid farewell to caution activities as forty-first last Saturday when the final whistle of the University game blew. Of course it would have been a pleasing affair for the audience that Saturday’s clock had reached in victory for Iowa, a stabilization of unforeseen circumstances prevented this most desirable occurrence. We will soon hear further arguements.

Closing the season with the undisputed record of having scored more points against opponents than any other team of college class in the United States, it must be admitted that the work of this year’s team was of supreme quality. During the season, Harlow’s offense has scored three hundred and five points against its opponents. The only game that approached this high watermark of scoring ability, is the Notre Dame team which has registered a total of two hundred and forty-five points. However, Notre Dame has one more game on its schedule, that with the University of Texas on Thanksgiving day, their scores may be added and weighed against Iowa, but they will hardly match the Hawkeye record. Notre Dame is given the credit of possessing what is probably the best defense in the country, but in so comparison of scores should give a correct eshatement of the calibre of the two teams. The Hawkeye first put their scoring machine into operation on October fourth when the state teachers were taken into camp by forty to twenty three. The Cornell college defense, a vice victim to the terrific curfew of the high guarded crowds representing live and the dust to the tune of twenty six to nothing, in Chicago. The indispensible position of the companies put a close guard on the Hawkeyes. Hymnals of the home crowded the terraces to watch the game. The Cornell college defense, a vice victim to the terrific curfew of the high guarded crowds representing live and the dust to the tune of twenty six to nothing, in Chicago. The indispensible position of the companies put a close guard on the Hawkeyes. The Cornell college defense, a vice victim to the terrific curfew of the high guarded crowds representing live and the dust to the tune of twenty six to nothing, in Chicago. The indispensible position of the companies put a close guard on the Hawkeyes. The Cornell defense which once had been so successful was knocked off its balance and the Hawkeyes scored twenty nine. In November fifteenth came Ames, an ancient rival, to fall a victim to the Iowa steam rolling forty to seven was the classic score and gave Iowa its twenty ninth defeat suffered by either of the two schools in the history of their athletic relations with each other. This battle was the most narrowly fought of any of the previous clashes in which the Hawkeyes were engaged but the battling Hawkeyes were not to be denied and galloped their victory before the largest crowd that ever witnessed a football game in Iowa. Then came Nebraska with results already known. The Iowa team, prepared to convert pitch with season season suffered a slight slump but enough to allow the Scarlet and Cream to match a hard earned victory. The Hawkeyes had victory within their grasp at least three times but unfortunate circumstances deprived Hawkeye’s pom’s pot in victory. However, this upset of the dope will fetch a stimulus for next year, and it is safe to say that the score is sixty to nothing which Nebraska comes to Iowa field.

The wonderful record made by the Iowa team is largely due, in addition to the splendid defense of the efficient rushing methods instituted by Head Coach Jesse B. Haw ky and his capable assistants, Moby Kuy and C. B. Adams. These three individuals brought a knowledge of football and a spirit of aggressive ness that brought a winter of the famous Iowa of Iowa a new educational and recreational movement for girls,” continued Mr. Bowman.

"It seems possible for the students of Iowa State University to be at the center of Iowa women in a new social service in the form of this summer camp at Lake Okoboji. We hope to make it a new inspiration in home and school."

DIRECTORIES GIVEN OUT

Today and tomorrow the student directories will be distributed to the students. Each student may obtain one copy by calling at the registrar’s office. After Wednesday the price of the directory will be forty-five cents.

HISPANIC LEAGUE

The following girls are the new members of the Hispianic Literary society;

Francis Barsharch, Bess Chang, Per

Frank, Wailla Cilley, Irma Heske, Marie

Frank, Katharine Hatchick, Marion
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Here's the Baccalaurean overcoat, the latest thing seen in all the big cities, London, New York, Chicago.

Hart Schaffner & Marx have sent us a fine assortment; great big, loose fitting coats, large armholes, big sleeves.

These coats are made from plain and fancy fabrics, also Scotchy effects. Good for motoring or winter wear; standing collar, silk facings, shoulders!

Better have one of these new coats at $25. Others at $27.50 to $30.

MANY ORDERS TAKEN OF ALUMNI FOR HAWKEYE Hawkeye Boxes to be Installed in All Buildings After Thanksgiving Vacation

The management of the Junior Alumni was very successful in securing a large number of orders from the alumni at the time the boxes were ready. The Alumni is greatly interested in the box, especially in the proposed engraved alumni name, and, as a result, some orders are expected to be forthcoming. The Alumni box is designed to be an advance order for the box.

The members have responded nobly to the call and placed a greatly proportion of them have been blanked out and their cut ordered. It is expected that a large number of orders will be placed at this time, and the Junior Alumni is greatly interested in the box, especially in the proposed engraved alumni name, and, as a result, some orders are expected to be forthcoming. The Alumni box is designed to be an advance order for the box.

VACATION ANNOUNCEMENTS Official announcements have been made from headquarters regarding the vacations for both Thanksgiving and Christmas. The Thanksgiving recess will extend from noon, Wednesday, November 24, until noon of Monday December 1. The Christmas vacation is to begin after noon, lasting from 10 p.m. of Friday, December 19, until noon of January 5.
IOWA RATES HIGH IN CONFERENCE ELEVEN

The four Second Place is given to
by Walter Eckersall's Selections

Iowa followers of athletics were
much gratified by the recognition gi-ven
to six members of the Iowa team,
by Chicago sports writers, in the se-lection
of all-conference honorary eleven.
Chicago Record-Herald and
Chicago Tribune lead in commending
upon the brilliant work of the Iowa
team this year. The Record-Herald
in making its all-conference eleven,
placed Gunderson at end and Kirk at
either tackle or guard. Dick was
given recognition by being awarded
the position of half back on the sec-
tion team. Walter Eckersall, in
selecting an honorary eleven for the
Chicago Tribune, places Kirk at
right tackle on the first team. Mc-
Ginnis is given the position of full-
back and end of the second eleven.
Gregg was given mention.

Not for many years have Chicago
sporting authorities taken so much
interest in an Iowa team. Their re-
ceived interest is shown by their rec-
ognition of individual players when
it came to picking honorary eleven.
In addition to this Iowa is credited
by the Chicago Record-Herald of be-
ing deserving of a tie with Minne-
sota for second place in conference
eating. This is the highest place at-
tained by Iowa in recent years.

BASKET BALL NOTICE

The schedule for basketball prac-
tice for the present is Monday, Tues-
day and Thursday at 2:15 and Wed-
nesday, Friday and Saturday at 7:20.
The last night only about twenty men
turned out for practice. It is the
wish of Captain Gardner to have
as many men as possible to turn
out during the few days left before
the Thanksgiving vacation in order
in able to line up the material
and to get a sound basis on which
to judge the actions after the vaca-
tion.

MILITARY BALL, JANUARY 6

ZOOLOGY CLUB

Professor Houser will address the
Zoology club this evening at 7:30
in room 19, natural science building.
His subject will be "The Nervous
System in Animal Life." The publi-
tic is invited to attend.

OTHER COLLEGES

The new law building has been ac-
cepted by the university of Oklahoma
and it will be dedicated some time this
winter.

Oliphant, the star Purdue half-
back, played his last game Satur-
day, but he has played three years in
intercollegiate football. He was also
prominent in basketball and track
and is the only Purdue athlete who
ever won four "P."
DETERMINED CAMPAIGN AGAINST LOAN SHARKS

PROFESSOR CLARENCE R. WASSMAN FIRST TO PUBLISH WORK ON THIS SUBJECT

A prominent magazine for November contains a very interesting and instructive article under the title, "The Crusade against the Loan Sharks. The nation-wide movement to free the needy wage earner from a cruel and fraudulent system of oppression." In this article reference is made to Professor C. R. Wassman as one of the originators of this movement.

Dr. C. W. Wassman, assistant pro-

fessor in the department of economic

and sociology, was the first man to give to the world the facts which have led to his campaign. His book "Salary Loan Bootstraps in New York City" appeared in 1906 as volume one of the publications of the Russell Sage Foundation. This publication was the beginning of the movement that has become a nation-wide one. The book has taken up the work which Dr. Wassman so ably began and a Bureau of Russell Sage Foundation has been established by the Russell Sage Foundation, the purpose of which is to free the wage earner from the grasp of the money lenders.

"Today, in thirty-one other states, laws have been enacted, or societies have been organized for the purpose of restraining the money lenders. The underlying motive is not now as much his disillusionment as the creation of conditions whereby he becomes superfluous. The idea is that since it seems to be impossible, so make anti-usury laws which he cannot evade, semi-philanthropic organizations shall enter into competition with him, cutting his rates below the point that makes his business worthwhile.

"In 1900 the statute books of only nine states—Connecticut, Delaware, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Wisconsin, and Vermont—contained laws leading to the suppression of the loan shark. In 1911 such laws were enacted in forty more states—California, Ohio, Massachusetts, and Montana. Last year Maryland, Mississippi, and Rhode Island entered the list and this year Colorado, Oregon, Illinois, Maine, Maine, Minnesota, Missouri and Nebraska. In 1911 the first total of twenty-six states where Shylock is today being faced with the department of the loan shark the choice for the former of all conditions. Non-curling, easy to work and handle."

STUDENTS WHO KNOW GO TO TAYLORS

FOR THEIR Ice Cream, Candy, Hot Chocolate and Bouillon 16 SOUTH CLINTON

20 PER CENT Cash Discount ON ALL Sweaters and Mackinaw Coats

Just Received a Full Line, All Styles and Prices Sueppel's Clothing House 120 College Street, Iowa City, Iowa

LOAD your camera with Anscot Film and make clearer, more artistic photographs. This film has chromatic balance—it reproduces color in their correct values. It has latitude that compensates for mistakes in lighting and timing, making good results more probable under all conditions. Non-curling, easy to work and handle. Sizes to fit all film cameras.

Anscot Camera, Cyko Paper, Pure Chemicale.
Expert developing and printing.

MORRISON'S PHARMACY 112 College Street.